
Intelligent software solutions 
for the metals industry

Metalogic are one of the world’s leading suppliers of Integrated IT Systems to the 

Metals Stockholding, Service Centre and Processing Industries.

Metalogic’s iMetal range of software products is now supplying the enterprise-wide 

needs of metal manufacturers, processors and distributors across the globe. LEARN MORE...



Established in 2000 as the result of a merger of two of the UK’s leading suppliers of computer systems to the metals industry Metalogic 

has gone on to be the major supplier of specialist software to the metals market in the UK and Europe.

Metalogic’s customers handle every form of material including Coil, Sheet and Plate, Bars, Sections, Meshes, Pipe and Tube, Fittings 

and Manufactured Components, Billets and Ingots.  They also undertake every kind of process that these products are subject to 

from Decoiling, Slitting and Shearing, through to Plate and Bar Sawing, Profiling, Rolling and all forms of machining including finishing 

processes such as Shot Blasting, Painting, Polishing, Poly-Coating and Testing.

Offering multi branch, multi-product and multi process functionality Metalogic systems are installed at every type of metals processing 

and distribution business.  The products are highly scalable and can be efficiently and cost effectively implemented and supported in 

businesses ranging from 5 to over 700+ users.

To complement their global market Metalogic also handle all currencies, tax requirements and localisation on accounts through their 

partnership with Sage, one of the world’s leading accounts packages.

In the rapidly changing world of the metal service centre, it is essential companies maintain a competitive advantage. Information is of 

vital importance to the modern business, and with customers and staff demanding quicker and faster services, you can’t afford for it 

to be inaccessible. Metalogic offer an extensive range of management information systems to facilitate this.

ABOUT US



PRODUCTS AND SERVICES

Additional Services
Metalogic offers its clients full turn-key Network and Infrastructure planning, installation and support service. This means we act as a 

“one stop shop” in carefully defining your Local and Wide Area Network Infrastructure requirements, finding and supplying the optimum 

solution, and setting up and installing the infrastructure on site. In addition to our Metals Industry specific Core Systems and Advanced 

Functionality Modules, we also offer a full range of ICT Consultancy Services, configuration, implementation and support service.

iMetal
An industry specific package, 

designed to fit its diverse and 

competitive user base, iMetal 

can provide this advantage by 

maximising commercial opportunity 

while minimising administrative and 

business costs.

iMetal Forms
Documents are created in Adobe 

PDF Format, an industry standard 

for creating high quality documents 

for delivery either in hardcopy or 

electronic format.

iMetal Scan Al
An advanced development of 

iMetalScan – iMetalScanAI – has 

been integrated with iMetalForms, 

Metalogic’s Advanced Document 

Creation and Distribution System to 

allow any documents to self index 

when scanned.

iMetal Market CRM
A customer relationship management 

system that provides you with the 

tools for sharing the information your 

company needs to ensure that you 

effectively manage, satisfy and retain 

your customers.

iMetal Scan
The perfect solution to providing fast 

and secure access to your valuable 

information, both internally and 

externally, no matter how large or 

small your organisation or document 

demand.

iMetal Server
An e-commerce solution designed by 

Metalogic to automate transactions 

between customers and suppliers 

throughout the supply chain.



Our customer facing team members have many years’ experience working in and supplying the metal sector with functionally specific 

software. Our consultants are focused on delivering results with the minimum of cost and the maximum attention to detail ensuring 

you get a return on your investment not just a good looking set of screens.

Our customers don’t care how much we know, 
until they know how much we care

It is this distinction that puts Metalogic ahead of other suppliers who offer generic solutions to this specialist sector.

If you need systems that work for you, not against you...
Call us today!

As a member of one of the world’s fastest growing companies – Constellation Software Inc, we have the backing of a major organisation 

meaning we are small enough to care but big enough to take on the largest of challenges. With our sister organisation Compusource 

in the USA we offer exceptional support that stretches around the globe giving outstanding service from people who work in the 

business and who care about our clients with a dedication that goes above and beyond the call of duty.

SALES
+44 (0) 844 257 1105

sales@metalogicltd.co.uk

SUPPORT
+44 (0) 844 257 1106

support@metalogicltd.co.uk

CUSTOMER SERVICES
+44 (0) 844 257 1109

info@metalogicltd.co.uk

ACCOUNTS
+44 (0) 844 257 1108

info@metalogicltd.co.uk

www.metalogicltd.com


